
Thesis topic: Material development for reducing or avoiding biofouling on flow 

sensors 

 

Figure 1 Hydromast first design (left) and hydromasts placed into flow (right) 

Description of the work:  

Biofouling of flow sensors or other sensors is an issue when devices are deployed long periods in the 

natural environments. Your task would be to do a literature research on various methods and materials 

available to reduce biofouling and carry out lab scale accelerated tests with various materials/methods 

and the test how biofouling is affecting the behavior of the flow sensors.  

The sensors in focus are bioinspired flow sensors, called the hydromasts that work use the principle of 

body-water interactions for flow estimation. The developed biofouling methods could be also applied on 

other devices developed in the Centre for Biorobotics (e.g. water quality loggers etc). 

In detail the work would be structured as follows: 

• Carry out literature research on possible biofouling techniques 

• Order various materials and test them on the sensors probe in accelerated biofouling laboratory 

experiments 

• Evaluate the biofouling effect on the sensors in the lab flume 

Links showing applications and principles of the hydromast: 

 Flow classification: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqjRzdgDQq8 

 Hydromast laboratory calibration: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Rnb6Qt474c 

 Hydromast design: https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-42417-0_55 

 Flow classification: https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8288809 
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What do we expect from you? 

 We expect you to be diligent and be able to do independent work on the project 

 Helpful if you have experience in microbiology, biology, chemistry or materials science 

 Show interest in the topic and be ready to learn new things 

What will you learn? 

 How to plan and conduct experiments 

 Get practical work experience with various laboratory equipment 

Why does it matter?  

This work would allow us to improve the deployable technology robustness and fault tolerance 

against naturally occurring growth of algae on devices deployed in wet conditions. 
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